Cedar Point: Good News

The first light dotting of snow—
Christmas stocking.

Looking Them Over

The arrival of snow is a sign that winter has arrived. When you see it, you know that it's time to start thinking about the holidays. This year, the weather was more than willing to cooperate, with snow falling in many parts of the country. In some areas, the snow was heavy, making travel difficult. But for those who could brave the cold, it was a beautiful scene to behold. For many, the snow brought a sense of peace and tranquility, as if time had slowed down for a moment. 

Hardly the Season, But...

Although this is a bad time to bring the topic up—most of us are thinking about the holidays, and the last thing we want to think about is taxes. But it's important to understand that taxes are an integral part of our lives, and it's never too early to start thinking about how you can minimize your tax burden. 

Woodland Problem

A reader, Mrs. Charles Hall, said this week that she and her husband had found something unusual in the woods at Northwest. They were walking in a small area that was once a family cemetery, but had since been abandoned. They noticed a large number of trees all over Suffolk County. A holocaust of imaginative cooperation and competition was coming to a town near you.

Executive Speaking...

By H. Lee Destino, Suffolk County Executive

The lights are on the Christmas trees all over Suffolk County. A holiday is just around the corner, and people are already beginning to prepare for it. But as the season progresses, so do the problems.

Fifty Years Ago

From The Star, Dec. 18, 1914

The approval of making Long Island back on the reality industry map is "bright," according to James B. Elting of the Millbrook Biological Laboratory, Millbrook, N.Y.

Twenty-Five Years Ago

From The Star, Dec. 11, 1939

The approval of making Long Island back on the reality industry map is "bright," according to James B. Elting of the Millbrook Biological Laboratory, Millbrook, N.Y.

Fifty Years Ago

From The Star, Dec. 18, 1914

The approval of making Long Island back on the reality industry map is "bright," according to James B. Elting of the Millbrook Biological Laboratory, Millbrook, N.Y.

Seven Fifty Years Ago

From The Star, Dec. 18, 1914

The approval of making Long Island back on the reality industry map is "bright," according to James B. Elting of the Millbrook Biological Laboratory, Millbrook, N.Y.

The Fifth Column

By E. Y. Batty

We take our language for granted—
understanding it is a skill we must practice.

Kuhn

When you purchase Fall Underwear, be sure to get Hunter's Pat. Double seated Drawers and Knyer Protector. Will outlaw pair of ordinary drawers.

Spring: Flights have appeared already and a large number are being caught by our fishermen. They bring good profit in the market.

Getting to your safety—the best in America

By Your Safety—now is the time to buy.

There is a good showing at Town Point, and the young folks are tak- ing full advantage of it.

The last light dotting of snow—

Christmas stocking.
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